April 15 is the beginning of the Spring anti-war activities and the demonstration on the Boston Common represents a point for all those people who oppose the American presence in Vietnam. We urge all members of the MIT community who oppose the war to participate in the demonstration. Only a massive demonstration—on the same scale as October 15—will make the policy makers on the streets of Cambridge. Only the sheer numbers of a large turnout opposed to the war on the Common at 4pm. thousands of people on the Common will be involved in any trash ing that should occur.

Throughout the past week many of the liberal middle class business owners who have expressed a negative feeling towards violence, have taken steps to discourage it; this is far more important for the voices of opposition to be heard.

The NAC/TDA coalition has called for their supporters to take to the streets of Cambridge after the rally. It seems apparent that some will assume that the end -the-war movement was defeat of the Carswell nominees, will be taken before the Senate and make political hay for the Alumni Association election. The emphasis on regional bias in the Alumni Association elections is forced to entrust a small number of the most active alumni to participate in the election. An organization at far flung campuses has been set up to ensure the rights of those who oppose the particular nominees. This state of affairs is so common in the Soviet Union that it is a matter of course to the rest of the world. The state affairs could be laughed off as ludicrous today, only if times of unrest and change at MIT and the voice of the alumni should be represented properly.
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